Curriculum Vitae
Manchester

A world-leading innovator
Timeline of Experience

Bio

Transport and Logistics

With extensive experience in industry, I have a proven track record of

industry growth -

driving innovation nationally and globally and present an excellent

Manchester, UK

working opportunity. With a massive 39% increase in job adverts from

Today, a growing skill is

population in employment.

in the Transport

I am a highly motivated team player, with demonstratable experience

2019

2016 – 2019, I have a proactive workforce with 70% of the

and Logistics industry –
I have seen an

nurturing world-class teams – both Manchester United and Manchester

81% increase in

City are in my portfolio. I thrive when challenging perceptions; people

applications from May

have always referred to me as the ‘rainy’ city, but in fact I am only the UK’s

18 to Jan 19.

15th wettest city – behind Cardiff, Belfast and Glasgow. I am made up of
545,000 proud and diverse residents speaking more than nine languages.

Property investment –
Manchester, UK

top student city
in the UK in 2018

148
primary and secondary
schools rated ‘Outstanding’
or ‘Good’ by OFSTED

5
universities that have

has risen, with the

My residents speak a range of
languages, including Urdu, Arabic,
Polish, Panjabi, Bengali, Somali,
Persian and French.

2016 - 2018

3rd

My property portfolio

Skills

I have an international

1.3%

Pakistan

China

helped educate 25

0.7%

1.3%

Nobel prize winners

Somalia

India

now £201,230. In the
past year house prices
in Manchester were 5%
up on the year before
and 17% up on 2016
at £172,687.

hailing from:

4.1%

average house price

when they averaged

perspective, with Mancunians

Climbed the ranks Manchester, UK
Reputation has risen,
becoming recognised
a ‘Beta City’ on the
global stage according

2014

Education

to the Globalization
and World Rankings
Research Institute. Now
considered alongside
cities such as Rio
De Janeiro, Seattle,
Edinburgh and Calgary.

Broadcasting –

Interests

Manchester, UK
Media City launched in

I am home to two of the UK’s leading teams; Manchester
United is England’s most successful club, while in 2017/18 Manchester

2013

Football:

City won the most points, the most games and scored the most goals

Salford Quays, bringing
ITV and the BBC to
Manchester, marking a
major decentralisation

ever recorded in a season.

from London.

Culture:
An entrepreneurial city

The Northern Quarter and Ancoats are two up-and-coming areas

- Manchester, UK

buzzing with bars, cafes, street art, theatres and boutiques.

Saw a staggering
Travelling:

22 million passengers to over 200 destinations a year. I also operate the
UK’s largest tram system, with over 14 million journeys made annually.

References

2010 - 2018

I run the UK’s largest and busiest airport outside London handling over

90.5% increase in new

surged in Customer
Services and Technology
with up to 20,000

Leadership -

physicist Brian Cox.

2000

Manchester, UK
Led the ongoing
campaign for the title of
the UK’s ‘second city’.
Education - University

1919

of Manchester, UK
Supported Ernest
Rutherford in splitting
the first atom.
Establishment -

1853

singer-songwriter Morrissey.

Applications have

month.

Suffragette Emmeline Pankhurst, mathematician Alan Turing and

Director Danny Boyle, Oasis frontmen Noel and Liam Gallagher and

2018.

applications every

Professional references available from:

Personal references available from:

businesses from 2010-

Manchester, UK
Achieved city status.

